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What are the Benefits of Manikya Ruby?

What are the Benefits of Manikya “Ruby”?

Since from ancient times, astrologers have known the intense positive effect of
zodiac gems. There is a deep connection between your Kundli and the
appropriate gemstone. Keeping right can solve a lot of your problems and can
lead to a lot in life. No negative effects of wearing ruby gemstone.

Gemstone Ruby Rashi Ratan Manik (manikya stone benefits)

Wearing rubies is also advised to make the sun powerful.
Persons of what Lagna should wear Ruby
Those who have Sun ascendant in their horoscope, that is, the first zodiac
leo in their horoscope, they should wear rubies.
In the same way, if you belong to Chaturth Navamesh or Dashmesh Singh
Lagna, then you can wear Manikya.
That is, if your ascendant is in Leo or it is in Aries, it is here in Sagittarius or in
Scorpio, then you can wear rubies.

General Benefits of Wearing Ruby (manikya rattan)

Your feelings are protected, your emotions become strong and your self-
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esteem and confidence increase.
Wearing rubies increases courage. Fear, sorrow and other diseases are
destroyed.
There is a Leo zodiac in Navamsh. He gets good news in establishing good
relations with his father, getting more out of his luck and traveling
abroad. best astrologer in Dwarka delhi, astrologer in delhi ncr, top astrologer in Gurgaon,

famous astrologer in Gurgaon,

Those who own the lord of the tenth house, they find a way to get good
success in their job or business.
The job receives high status and prestige. top astrologers in delhi, best career

astrologer in delhi, shastri, acharya, acharya v shastri, v acharya,

Health Benefits of Ruby

Manikya is considered particularly beneficial in eye diseases and heart
related diseases.
Its use is also beneficial in headache etc. problems.
Relieves the problem of bone disorders and headaches.

How to identify and select good Manikya

A good ruby is the hardest gemstone after a diamond. According to the
place of attainment, ruby is found in colours like red, pink, blood color,
light pink etc.
The color of milk appears pink when the milk has real ruby.
If you want to wear rubies, then choose only 3 to 7 carat red or light pink
transparent ruby gemstones.
Keep in mind that wearing cheap and unsightly gems can lead to loss of
profit!
Precautions before wearing Ruby
No negative effects of wearing ruby gemstone
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Make sure to consult experienced astrology before wearing Manikya Ratna,
otherwise in case of inauspiciousness, it can give harm instead of giving
benefit.

For more information related to astrology, contact Best Astrologer in Dwarka,
Gurgoan and Delhi NCR, Acharya V Shastri: + 91-9205722942
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